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A REPORT ON THE ALUMNI FEEDBACK 2021-2022  

Introduction: 
                 Students Satisfaction Survey has been conducted by the IQAC of our college. There 
are total 21 questions framed as per the students teaching, learning and support services 
satisfaction. Online satisfaction survey is filled by the students during the academic year 2021-
22. From all faculties 62 students have given their responses. The data is tabulated and 
graphically analyzed as follows. 

Q.1 Name of programme in which enrolled? 

      

    All the respondent students are from different programmes  i.e. U.G. and P.G.  

Q.2. Faculty of students? 
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Out of 62 responded students 46.8% are from science faculty. 37.1% are from commerce and 
16.1% from arts faculty. 

Q.3 How much of the syllabus is covered by your teacher? 

    

     It is observed that 84.5% students agreed with 85-100%. syllabus covered by teacher . 

Q.4. How well do your teacher come prepared for their classes? 
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        It is observed that 69.4% respondent students satisfied about teachers preparation. 

Q.5. Communication by your teacher is… 

  .. 

      It is seen that 72.6% students agreed that communication by teacher is always effective. 

Q.6. Approach of the teacher towards teaching the topic is. 
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     It is observed that 98.4% students strongly agreed that approach of the teacher towards       
teaching the topic is  excellent.  

Q.7. Evaluation of unit Tests, Prelims and Assignments in the college is . 

      

 

It is observed that 79% students strongly agreed that evaluation of unit Tests, Prelims and 
assignments in the college is always fair. 

Q.8. Your performance in assignment is .. 
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    It is seen that 69.4% students agreed that their performance in assignment is always discussed. 

Q. 9. Activities for promoting field visits, internship, student exchange conducted by the college 
are….. 

     

It is seen that 64.5% students strongly agreed with the activities for promoting field visits, 
internship, student exchange conducted by the college are very satisfactory. 

Q. 10 You have experienced academic, social and emotional growth due to teaching and 
mentoring by your teacher…. 
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    It is observed that 87.1%  students strongly agreed with academic, social and emotional 
growth due to teaching and mentoring by  teacher. 

 Q. 11. The college provides you with opportunities to grow while you learn… 

         

      It is seen that 80.6 % students strongly agreed that college provides them with opportunities 
to grow while they  learn. 

Q. 12. You are made aware about your expected competencies, course outcomes, and 
programme outcomes… 
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      It is observed that 80.6% students aware about their expected competencies, course 
outcomes, and programme outcomes. 

Q. 13. Your learning experience is enhanced by use of student centric methods, such as 
experimental learning, participative learning, and problem solving methodologies by the 
institute/teacher.  

 

  It is seen that 83.9% students satisfied with the  learning experience is enhanced by use of 
student centric methods, such as experimental learning, participative learning, and problem 
solving methodologies by the institute/teacher.   

Q. 14 The college/teachers make efforts to inculcate soft skills, life skills, and employability 
skills to make them ready for work on a global platform. 
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     It is seen that 82.3% students agreed with the college/teachers make efforts to inculcate soft 
skills, life skills, and employability skills to make them ready for work on a global platform. 

Q. 15 Efforts is made by the college to involve students in the monitoring, reviewing and 
improvement of the quality of the teaching learning process. 

     

     It is seen that 87.1% students strongly agree with efforts  made by the college to involve 
students in the monitoring, reviewing and improvement of the quality of the teaching learning 
process. 
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Q. 16. Follow up taken by teachers/mentors of the task assigned to you 

      

 It is observed that 88.7% students strongly agreed that follow up taken by teachers/mentors of    
the task assigned to them is every time. 

Q. 17 Teacher identify your strength and encourage you to improve further.. 

      

It is seen that 87.1% students agreed that teacher always identify their strength and encourage 
them to improve further. 

Q. 18. Teachers identify your weakness and help you to overcome them. 
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   It is observed that 80.6% students agreed teachers identify their weakness and help them to    
overcome  

Q. 19. You are encouraged to participate in extracurricular activities. 

 

It is observed that 85.5% students strongly agreed that they were encouraged to participate in 
extracurricular activities 

Q. 20. Teachers using ICT tools such as LCD projector, Multimedia, etc. while teaching are  
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It is seen that 90.4% respondent students agreed that teachers using ICT tools such as LCD 
projector, Multimedia, etc. while teaching. 

Q. 21. The overall quality of the teaching learning process in the college is very good. 

 

   It is observed that 83.8% students strongly agreed that, the overall quality of the teaching 
learning process in the college is very good 
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